Quantitative detection of cartilage surfaces and ligament geometry of the wrist using an imaging cryomicrotome system.
Biomechanical models may aid in improving diagnosis and treatment of wrist joint disorders. As input, geometrical information is required for model development. Previous studies acquired some elements of the average wrist joint geometry. However, there is a close geometric functional match between articulating surfaces and ligament geometry. Therefore, biomechanical models need to be fed with the geometric data of individual joints. This study is aimed at acquiring geometric data of cartilage surfaces and ligaments from individual wrist joints by using a cryomicrotome imaging system and the evaluation of inter- and intra-observer variability of the data. The 3D geometry of 30 cartilage surfaces and 15 ligaments in three cadaver wrists was manually detected and quantitatively reconstructed. The inter- and intra-observer variability of the cartilage surface detection was 0.14 and 0.19 mm, respectively. For the position of the radius attachment of the dorsal radiocarpal ligament (DRC), the observer variations were 0.12 and 0.65 mm, for intra-/inter-observer, respectively. For the DRC attachment on the triquetrum, the observer variations were 0.22 and 1.19 mm. Anatomic reconstruction from 3D cryomicrotome images offer a method to obtain unique geometry data of the entire wrist joint for modeling purposes.